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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we consider a spectrum access scenario which consists of two groups of users, 
namely Primary Users (PUs) and Secondary Users (SUs) in Cooperative Cognitive Radio 
Networks (CCRNs). SUs cooperatively relay PUs messages based on Amplify-and-Forward 
(AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF) cooperative techniques, in exchange for accessing some 
of the spectrum for their secondary communications. From the literatures, we found that the 
Conventional Distributed Algorithm (CDA) and Pragmatic Distributed Algorithm (PDA) aim 
to maximize the PU sum-rate resulting in a lower sum-rate for the SU. In this contribution, we 
have investigated a suit of distributed matching algorithms. More specifically, we investigated 
SU-based CDA (CDA-SU) and SU-based PDA (PDA-SU) that maximize the SU sum-rate. 
We have also proposed the All User-based PDA (PDA-ALL), for maximizing the sum-rates of 
both PU and SU groups. A comparative study of CDA, PDA, CDA-SU, PDA-SU and 
PDA-ALL is conducted, and the strength of each scheme is highlighted. Different schemes 
may be suitable for different applications. All schemes are investigated under the idealistic 
scenario involving perfect coding and perfect modulation, as well as under practical scenario 
involving actual coding and actual modulation. Explicitly, our practical scenario considers the 
adaptive coded modulation based DF schemes for transmission flexibility and efficiency. 
More specifically, we have considered the Self-Concatenated Convolutional Code (SECCC), 
which exhibits low complexity, since it invokes only a single encoder and a single decoder. 
Furthermore, puncturing has been employed for enhancing the bandwidth efficiency of 
SECCC. As another enhancement, physical layer security has been applied to our system by 
introducing a unique Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) based puncturing to our SECCC 
scheme.  
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1. Introduction 

Cognitive radio (CR) is known to be a promising technology to improve spectral efficiency 
of a communication system by sharing the licensed spectrum of Primary User (PU) to the 
unlicensed Secondary User (SU) [1]. Conventionally, it does so by listening to the received 
signals and identifying the spectrum holes. These spectrum holes can then be used by the SUs 
for their transmission provided that they do not interfere or cause minimal interference to the 
PU. Two major challenges of Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) are the PU detection and the 
transmission opportunity exploration. CRs may operate in three different modes i.e., overlay, 
interweave and underlay modes [2]. In the interweave mode, the SU searches for spectrum 
holes and then obtain access to these spectrum holes opportunistically [3]. By contrast, 
simultaneous PU and SU transmissions are legitimized in underlay mode if the interference 
caused by the SU transmission does not worsen the performance of the PU. The overlay mode 
relates to a class of more sophisticated scenario, where the CR nodes are equipped with 
advanced signal processing capabilities are capable of decoding the PU messages. In addition, 
they are capable of maintaining or even improving the quality of PU transmission, while 
simultaneously obtaining spectrum opportunities to transmit their own SU messages [2]. 

Cognitive nodes can interact with their surrounding nodes and make decisions to improve 
their communications. These smart nodes will be employing their neighboring nodes to assist 
in their communications and in return will pay them back either in the form of monetary 
benefits or might trade with them their bandwidth, power or any other resource that their 
neighbors might need. These complex interactions provide new areas and challenges for the 
researchers to explore. One of the best tools for defining and modeling interactions between 
different participants or entities is game theory. Game theory found its roots in economics and 
now it is being widely used in different fields of social, behavioral and natural sciences [4–6]. 
Game theory is useful in situations where there is interaction between multiple decision 
makers. Game theoretic models are precise expressions of ideas which can be formulated 
mathematically. Matching game theory is a mathematical framework that allows analyzing the 
formation of mutually beneficial relationships over time [7]. 

Cooperative communications constitute a powerful technique that combats channel fading 
due to multipath propagation in a wireless environment. Cooperative communications 
technique was first conceived by Van der Meulen back in 1970s [8], where he constructed a 
three-terminal relay channel and derived both upper and lower bounds on its capacity. It 
gained ample interest 30 years later and has been seen as an essential technique for its 
significant capacity and multiplexing gain improvements. Many relaying protocols have been 
developed, including Amplify and Forward (AF), Decode and Forward (DF), Compress and 
Forward (CF), Selection and Dynamic Relaying (SDR) and Incremental Relaying (IR) [9].  

Cooperation can naturally enhance the performance of a CRN where the transmissions of 
both PU and SU can be supported [10]. More explicitly CR relay networks were investigated 
in [11, 12]. Furthermore, Lin et al. [13] proposed a distributed spectrum sharing algorithm for 
multiple SUs and PUs, where PUs trade their spectrum with SUs in exchange for acquiring 
more revenue. A Conventional Distributed Algorithm (CDA) was presented in [14, 15] where 
the PU negotiates a specific time allocation for spectrum access with the SU. More specifically, 
SU helps in transmitting the PUs data in a fraction of the total allocated time slot and in return 
the SU gains access to the channel for the remaining time slot for its own data transmission. If 
SU receives a better offer from another PU then the previous match will be detached and the 
SU will be matched to the new PU. A Pragmatic Distributed Algorithm (PDA) was further 
proposed in [16] where each PU takes turn to match to its best available SU. It discourages 
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PUs to compete for the same SU, but allowing each PU to access its best available SU on 
around robin rotation basis [16].  

PDA maximizes the sum-rate of PUs, but in some cases the traffic demand for the SUs can 
be higher than that of the PUs. Secondly in some situations, the SUs may have more privilege 
to gain access to the channel. For example, SUs might be giving a high monetary benefit to the 
PUs for acquiring the channel and hence can be given a higher priority. In disaster 
management scenarios, wireless communication techniques have been employed where 
emergency responders are used to prevent or respond to emergency situations [17,22]. 
Disaster management agencies use tools like sensors and surveillance cameras which may 
require higher bandwidth to support rescue operations [18]. However, the frequency spectrum 
allocated for public safety is getting congested [19]. Therefore, to overcome the congestion 
emergency responders with no access to the spectrum would act as SUs to look for additional 
spectrum. In addition, during tactical deployments, military personnel and devices will be 
dealing with various heterogeneous networks [20] and they as SUs will be requiring higher 
traffic demand so PDA-SU and CDA-SU can be used in these situations as well. Unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs) or Drones are gaining popularity in military [21], public safety and 
commercial use which will require higher throughput. Furthermore, the Wireless Medical 
Telemetry Services (WMTS) band for medical applications is getting overcrowded [23-25]. 
Hence, there is a need for additional spectrum allocation for providing better healthcare 
facilities to the patients. Therefore, medical transceivers equipped with frequency-agile 
front-ends may opportunistically use portions of the WMTS band acting as SUs without 
adversely affecting the operation of the PUs as well as the legacy medical equipment in 
operation. In all these scenarios, the SUs will have higher demand so the SU based schemes 
will be more beneficial. PDA-SU and CDA-SU schemes will improve the SU sum-rate but 
will not affect PU’s transmission quality and throughput.  

In both PDA and CDA schemes, the offer is made by the PU. As a complement, we 
proposed SU-based CDA (CDA-SU) and SU-based PDA (PDA-SU) schemes, where SUs 
make the matching offer to PUs. Then, PUs would choose to match based on the achievable 
PU sum-rate. In return, SUs will gain access to the channel for the remaining amount of time. 
The PDA-SU scheme would provide higher sum-rate to the SUs while guaranteeing a PU 
sum-rate of at least similar to the direct-link based PU sum-rate i.e., the PU’s minimum 
sum-rate is guaranteed. It is worth mentioning here that SU-based schemes are indeed 
legitimate if they do not violate the basic principle of cognitive radio networks as mentioned in 
[2] where it is mentioned that overlay schemes maintain or even improve the quality of PU 
transmission. While in the underlay case, the SUs maintain a minimum interference to the PU, 
which might slightly degrade the performance of the PU. Our SU-based overlay scheme would 
not degrade the PU transmission. More explicitly, the CDA-SU scheme would even provide a 
higher sum-rate for the PU, while the PDA-SU will maintain at least the minimum quality of 
the PU transmission. Nonetheless, PUs can also benefit from energy saving by transmitting in 
a cooperative scenario without degrading its own sum-rate due to the energy efficient nature of 
cooperation [26-29]. Furthermore, it would be interesting to look at the possible benefits of 
using SU-based schemes in comparison to the PU-based schemes for a matching algorithm. In 
situations where the PUs have higher traffic priority, we would invoke the PU-based schemes 
while in situations where SUs have higher traffic priority, we would switch to the SU-based 
schemes. In many situations where the demand is unknown or both have high traffic demands 
we can switch to PDA-ALL which gives optimized sum-rates for all PUs and SUs. The 
algorithm in [30] is the extension of the CDA algorithm given in [14], where [30] used 
variable power at the relay and proposed distributed algorithms to converge to equilibria under 
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different situations. Reference [30] only considered the large-scale fading. Both [30] and [14] 
are PU based algorithms where the aim is to maximize the PU sum-rate. On the contrary our 
CDA-SU algorithm is based on CDA of [14], where we aim to maximize the SU sum-rate. The 
algorithm in [31] is another matching based algorithm where the users strategies are 
influenced by historical behaviors of users. Therefore, preference will be given to a user which 
are cooperative as compared to selfish users. Secondly the objective of the matching algorithm 
in [31] is focused on improving the energy efficiency while in our algorithms the focus is on 
the sum-rate maximization and optimization. 

Most of existing matching algorithms were investigated based on the Continuous input 
Continuous output Memoryless Channel (CCMC) [32] capacity, which assumed perfect 
channel coding and perfect modulation. In this contribution, we have also considered practical 
scenarios including the scenario where actual coding and modulation schemes are employed. 
More specifically, we have employed adaptive coded modulation schemes where both coding 
rate and modulation mode can be adapted according to the instantaneous channel conditions 
[33]. Practical Self-Concatenated Convolutional Codes (SECCCs) employing Iterative 
Decoding (SECCC-ID) [34, 35] are invoked, because they exhibit a low complexity by 
invoking only a single encoder and a single decoder. More explicitly, SECCC schemes have 
been proposed for BPSK modulation in [36, 37]. Iterative SECCC decoding works by 
exchanging extrinsic information between the current decoding and consecutive decoding 
using the same decoder. More advanced SECCC-ID schemes were proposed in [35], which 
invoke further iterations with the demapper. More details on SECCC principles may be found 
in [35].  

In addition to reliability we also enhance the system’s confidentiality by introducing 
Physical Layer Security (PLS). Due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmission the 
transmitted signal may be easily eavesdropped. Reliability and security are both important 
aspects of modern digital communication systems communicating over wireless medium 
[38-40]. Different cryptographic techniques (key-based enciphering) are used for securing the 
transmitted data [41] which are divided into two types on the basis of a shared key between 
both sender and receiver. More explicitly, symmetric algorithms use identical keys (private 
keys) while asymmetric algorithms use different keys (public and private keys) to encrypt and 
decrypt the transmitted data [42]. The strength of the algorithm depends on the length of key 
because more possible keys can be constructed if the key length is longer [42]. Data 
Encryption Standard (DES) used to be a highly influential block cipher [43], but was 
considered insecure for many applications due to short key length [44]. The U.S. National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) replaced DES with Rijndael algorithm which 
became the new Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in 2001 [45]. Joint encryption and 
channel coding schemes have been studied in the literature [46-49]. In [50], a comprehensive 
review of physical layer security for wireless network is provided. Various secure channel 
coding schemes have been proposed for satellite communications [38, 39]. Furthermore, polar 
code for secret key generation was also proposed in [51-52]. Considering both security and 
reliability, we propose a secure SECCC-based channel coding scheme using an 
AES-encrypted puncturing. It efficiently provides both data secrecy and data reliability for the 
CR system. 

In this contribution, we considered the following distributed matching algorithms which 
complement the PU-based algorithms in [14] and [16]: 
1) SU-based CDA: In contrast to CDA of [14], we have implemented the SU-based CDA, 
where SUs compete among themselves and give offer to the PUs, in order to maximize the SU 
sum-rate. 
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2)  SU-based PDA: The SUs cooperate among themselves and each SU offers a matching to its 
best PU in a round robin rotation manner, which maximizes the SU sum-rate. This is opposite 
to the PU-based PDA in [16].   
3)  All user-based PDA: All PUs and SUs cooperate among themselves by taking turns in a 
round robin manner to make offer to its best match. This provides an optimized sum-rate for 
both PUs and SUs. 

The above study enables us to have a complete investigation on the performance of various 
distributed matching algorithms under the same family but with focus on different user groups. 
This comparative study is also conducted under idealistic CCMC-based scenario as well as 
under practical scenarios involving actual coding and modulation schemes. We have further 
enhanced the reliability and security of the system by invoking SECCC schemes that have 
unique puncturing patterns based on AES key. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the system model of our 
CCRN scheme, while the proposed spectral access strategies and coding schemes are 
presented in Section 3. Section 4 investigates the performance of all considered distributed 
matching algorithms under a range of idealistic and practical scenarios. Finally, our 
conclusion is offered in Section 5. 

2. System Model 
Similar to [14, 16] our model is based on the overlay cognitive radio system. Our system 
consists of M  pairs of PU transmitter (Pt) and PU receiver (Pr) 1({ , } )M

m m mPt Pr = . The thm  
pair has a rate requirement of 

,m reqPUR , while each pair occupies a unique spectrum band of a 
constant size. Similarly, there are K  pairs of SU transmitter (St) and SU receiver (Sr) 

1({ , } )K
k k kSt Sr = , where the thk  pair has a rate requirement of 

,k reqSUR , and each pair seeks to 

obtain access to a spectral-band occupied by a ( , )Pt Pr  pair. Each St  offers to cooperate with 
the PU by relaying information between a unique ( , )Pt Pr  pair in exchange for permission to 
access the spectrum occupied by that unique ( , )Pt Pr  pair. Fig. 1 shows the spectral access 
model, where T  is the overall time period for the transmission between the ( , )m mPt Pr  pair, 
while ,m kβ  is the time allocation fraction having a value that is determined on the basis of the 

matching algorithm invoked, where ,0 1m kβ< < . During the time fraction 0T , mPt  transmits 

its message to both the matched kSt and the destination mPr , During the time slot 1T , kSt  
forwards the message received from mPt  towards mPr . Then, mPr  applies maximal ratio 
combining technique for detecting the received signal. The freed spectrum is allocated to the 
( , )k kSt Sr  pair for its secondary transmission during the time slot 2 ,(1 )m kT Tβ= − .  
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Fig. 1. Spectrum-access model for primary users and secondary users [16]. 
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kSU StP Ng = , while 0N  is the noise variance, SP  is the transmission power of mPt  and StP  is 

the transmission power of kSt . Furthermore, ,m mPt Prh , ,m kPt Sth and ,k mSt Prh are the Rayleigh 
fading channel coefficients for the ( , )m mPt Pr , ( , )m kPt St  and ( , )k mSt Pr  links, respectively, 
while ,m mPt Prd , ,m kPt Std  and ,k mSt Prd  are the distances between the ( , )m mPt Pr , ( , )m kPt St  and 

( , )k mSt Pr  links, respectively. Finally, α is the pathloss exponent, which is given by and 4α =  
in our investigation. 

The achievable sum-rate for the SU pair ( , )k kSt Sr  is given by [14] as 

 
,
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where ,k kSt Srh  is the Rayleigh fading channel coefficient for the ( , )k kSt Sr  link, while ,k kSt Srd  is 
the distance between the ( , )k kSt Sr  link. Note that Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are based on the CCMC 
capacity, which implies that perfect channel coding and perfect modulation schemes are 
available for each communication link. 
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3. Proposed Matching Algorithm 
The original PDA presented in [16] aims for obtaining the maximum data rate for the PU while 
SU gets a lower sum-rate, while CDA presented in [14] provides a slightly better SU sum-rate. 
Both these algorithms are PU initiated. We first present a SU-based CDA (CDA-SU) and a 
SU-based PDA (PDA-SU) which maximizes the SU rate while satisfying PU transmission 
requirement.  Then, we make use of the PU-based algorithm of [16] and the SU-based 
algorithm proposed here for creating another algorithm, referred to as the ALL user-based 
PDA (PDA-ALL), which optimizes the sum-rate for both the PU and SU.  

Our algorithm starts with the creation of a preference list named kSULIST  by each St  
which has the list of all possible 'Pt s  that satisfies the minimum rate requirements of the 
specific kSt . The list is in descending order such that Pt  which gives the highest sum-rate to 
the St  is placed higher up. Similarly, each Pt  has its own preference list named mPULIST  of 
Sts  that satisfy its sum-rate requirements. 

 

3.1 CDA-SU                                                    
The main idea of our CDA-SU scheme is similar to the CDA scheme of [14], where an overlay 
cooperative paradigm is invoked. In contrast to the CDA, we present an SU-based algorithm 
where the ( , )k kSt Sr  pair initiates the trade. The SU offers to relay the PU’s message in 
exchange for a specific time allocation fraction denoted by ,m kβ  for spectrum access to the 

( , )k kSt Sr  pair. Each kSt  makes an offer to the first mPt  in its preference list, to cooperatively 
relaying Pts  message in return for a spectral access based on the time allocation factor , .m kβ  

If that kSt  is also in the preference list of the intended mPt  then they are matched. If that kSt  
is not in the 'mPt s  preference list mPULIST  then kSt  increases its relaying time offer ,m kβ  

by τ , where τ  is the step size for time increment. If currPt  which is the already matched PU 
to currSt  which is the currently matched SU, receives a better offer from another kSt , then the 
current match will be rejected and currPt  will be matched to the new kSt . The algorithm 
continues until all of the Sts  are matched to the Pts  or until no more matchings are possible. 
The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. 
 
Algorithm 1 CDA-SU.  

1) Initialization 
a) Set the initial TS allocation to   0.01initβ = , and set the step size of TS increment to 

0.05τ = .  
b) Construct mPULIST  and kSULIST , where m = {1, . . . , M } and k = {1, . . . , K}. 
c) Set k = 1 for the first transmission. 

2) Do the matching for the kth transmission. 

a) kSU  offers ,m kβ  to the first PU in its preference list mPt . 

i) If kSU  is not in the preference list of mPt  then increase the TS allocation to 

, ,m k m kβ β τ= +  and update both mPULIST  and kSULIST . 
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ii) If kSU  is in the preference list of mPt , then mPt  and kSt  are matched. 

iii) If mPt  is already matched to currSt  

A) If the kSt  is higher up in the mPULIST  than currSt , then rematch mPt  to 

kSt . 

B) Else increase the TS allocation to , ,m k m kβ β τ= + and update mPULIST  and 

kSULIST . 

b) If no more matchings are possible, set k=k+1 and goto step 2)-a). 
3) If k=K, then the algorithm will stop. 

 
The CDA-SU is a scheme where the SUs do not cooperate among themselves. Rather, they 

compete to find a better match for themselves for maximizing their own rate. The average rate 
of kSU  can be calculated based on [16] as: 

 [ ]S S
k kr E R=   (3) 

where [ ]S
kE R  is the expected value of S

kR , while S
kR  is the instantaneous achievable rate by 

the thk  SU and the superscript S denotes the selfish nature of the CDA-SU which is given by 
Eq. (2) i.e., 

, ,(1 )
k m

S
k SU m kR R β= − . In line with [14] the proposed algorithm converge to a stable 

matching. After many rounds of exhaustive competition among the SUs for the acquisition of 
its best mPt , the SUs  will give up on competing for the same PU as any further time slot 
increase will result in violation of the minimum rate requirement for that SU. At that time the 
matching will be stable because no further matching can be blocked [14].  
 

3.2 PDA-SU 
The basic idea of this algorithm is similar to [16] with the exception that the ( , )k kSt Sr  pair 
initiates the offer to the ( , )m mPt Pr  pair for cooperatively relaying their messages. The main 
difference between the PDA and CDA is that in CDA there is a competition amongst the 
offerers (in our case SUs) for trying to get the best match for themselves. This competition 
results in a lot of ,m kβ  adjustments which gives a lower sum-rate for the SUs. Therefore, CDA 
will take longer to converge to a stable equilibrium thus making it computationally extensive 
or complex. To overcome this competition among the Sts , we generate a priority access list 
known as ALIST for the Sts . Then SUs will take turns to select the best available PU 
according to a round-robin type priority access list. The ALIST will decide which St  has the 
right to choose its best possible match while others will have access to the best possible 
matches in the order according to the iALIST . In the next round, the last St  in the iALIST  
will jump up to the top while others will move a step downwards i.e., 
( 1 1 2{ , ,..., }KALIST St St St= , 2 1 1{ , , , }...K KALIST St St St −=  and so on). The first kSt  in 

iALIST  will have access to the best possible mPt  in its preference list provided that kSt  is 
also in the mPt s  preference list mPULIST . Then the second kSt  in the list selects the best 
available mPt  from the remaining set of PUs. The algorithm goes on for K rounds such that 
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each of the K pairs of ( , )k kSt Sr  has appeared in the top of ALIST  once. The process is then 
repeated many times, which forms a repeated game [53, 54]. The maximum TS allocation 
representing the maximum transmission period for the SU is given by [16] as:  

 ,

,

max
2

2 ,

1
log 1 | |

k req

m k

k k

SU

SU St Sr

R

h
β

g
= −

 + 
  (4) 

where 
,k reqSUR  is set to a fixed value, which becomes the minimum sum-rate requirement for 

the SU. The minimum TS allocation is given by [16] as: 
 

 ,

,

min
, ,

,( )
m req

m k

PU
m k m k

PU m k

R

R
β β

β
=   (5) 

where 
,

2
,

2
,

| |
log 1 m m

m req

m m

PU Pt Pr
PU

Pt Pr

h
R T

dα

g 
= + 

  
 is the achievable PU rate without relaying and 

, ,( )
m kPU m kR β  is given by Eq. (1). The detailed algorithm for PDA-SU is presented in 

Algorithm 2.  
 
The rate of kSU  for PDA-SU can be derived based on [16] as: 

 , ,
1

1 (1 )C SU
k k m m k

k

K

R
N

R β
=

= −∑   (6) 

where the superscript C represents the cooperative nature of PDA-SU, while 
min{ , }N M K= . The average rate of kSU  after many repetitions can then be calculated 

from [16] as: 
 [ ]C C

k kr E R=   (7) 
where [ ]C

kE R  is the expected value of C
kR .  

 
Algorithm 2 PDA-SU.  

1) Initialization 
a) Set up the first priority list 1 1 2{ , ,..., }KALIST St St St= . 

b) Compute ,
min
m kβ  and ,

max
m kβ  . 

c) Set i = 1 for the first round. 
2) Matching for the ith round 

a) Set the initial TS allocation to ,
min

init m kβ β= , and set the step size of TS increment to 

0.05τ =  .  
b) Construct mPULIST  and kSULIST , where {1,..., }m M=  and {1,..., }k K= . Set j 

= 1 for the first transmission.  
c) Do the matching for thj  transmission. 

i) Find the corresponding kSt  for transmission, based on the iALIST  (i.e) thj  

element of iALIST .  

ii) kSt  selects the best available mPt  from its SULIST  and offer a time slot ,m kβ  
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A) If kSU  is in the preference list of mPt  then mPt  and kSt  are matched. 

B) If kSU  is not in the preference list of mPt  then increase the TS allocation to 

, ,m k m kβ β τ= +  and update both mPULIST  and kSULIST .  

C) If kSULIST  is empty, then kSt  is left unmatched. 
iii) Set j = j + 1 and goto step 2)-c) until j = K. 

3) Set i = i + 1 and goto step 2 for the next round, until i = K. 
 

The CDA presented in [14] and the CDA-SU in Section 3.1 are best for a one-shot game 
where there is no cooperation among the PUs or SUs. The downside is that the PUs in CDA (or 
SUs in CDA-SU) compete among the PUs (or SUs), resulting in lower average achievable PU 
(or SU) sum-rate. Note that the spectrum sharing between the PUs and SUs may last for a 
longer time period which can be viewed as a repeated game of many rounds. PDA in [16] 
proposed another strategy, where PU players form a coalition where they cooperate based on 
their individual reputation and their mutual trust. To keep the players in the game, there is a 
punishment strategy as discussed in [16] which helps to maintain stability in the algorithm. If a 
player deviates from the PDA, then there will be a limited duration punishment for all the 
players, where all PUs will switch to the CDA-based game which gives lower rate to all PU 
players. It has been shown in [16] that the average rate of a PDA-based scheme is higher than 
the CDA-based scheme. The PDA-SU proposed here is based on the same idea, where all SUs 
will switch to the CDA-SU arrangement whenever an SU deviates from the game, for a limited 
period as a form of punishment. Based on [16] our punishment period was found to be: 

 ,max k req

D
k SU

p k C S
k k

R R
T

r r

−
>

−
     (8) 

where 0D S C
k k kR R R= − >  is the deviation gain for the SU at a particular time, while S

kr  and 
C

kr  are given in Eqs. (3) and (7), respectively. Hence as long as pT  satisfy Eq. (8), the 
one-time payoff under the non-cooperative CDA-SU strategy would be negated by 
punishment. CDA-SU and PDA-SU algorithms are designed to maximize the SU sum-rate. 
Therefore, application example for this scenario can be a situation where the PUs have low 
sum-rate requirements with higher link reliability as the SUs will be providing link reliability 
in the form of providing cooperative diversity. Furthermore, SUs are users with higher 
sum-rate requirements.  

3.3 PDA-ALL 
We see that the original PDA discussed in [16] maximizes the sum-rate for the PU making it 
less attractive for the SU, while the PDA-SU algorithm discussed in Section 3.2 maximizes the 
sum-rate for the SU, consequently making it less desirable for the PU. Here we propose 
another scheme namely the PDA-ALL scheme, which creates a balance between the 
achievable sum-rates for both PU and SU. Our algorithm banks on the idea of coalition-based 
games, where we divide the game into two stages. The algorithm as seen in Algorithm 3 starts 
by setting up both 

mPUALIST  and 
kSUALIST  which constitute the priority lists for PU and SU for 

their specific stages. During the first stage all the PUs form a coalition as in [16] to match the 
PUs to their corresponding SUs in a round robin rotation manner. The stage lasts for M  
rounds where during each round the 

mPUALIST  is updated in a similar fashion as in the PDA 
algorithm of [16] and the PUs are matched to the SUs according to that specific list. After the 
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completion of the first stage, the game enters its second stage where all the SUs form a 
coalition as discussed in PDA-SU of Section 3.2 to match to the corresponding PUs. This stage 
will last for a total of K rounds. Hence, a single completed cycle of PDA-ALL lasts for 
M K+  rounds such that each of the Pts  and Sts  has at least a chance to select its best 
match. 
 
Algorithm 3 PDA-ALL.   
1) Initialization 

a) Set up the first priority lists 1 2{ , ,..., }
mPU MALIST Pt Pt Pt=  for PU and 

1 2{ , ,..., }
kSU KALIST St St St=  for SU.  

b) Compute ,
min
m kβ  and ,

max
m kβ . 

2) Stage I: 
a) PDA Matching. 

i) Set 1i =  for the first round. 
b) Algorithm of [16], under Section III.B.3: steps 2 and 3, for M rounds. 

3) Stage II: 
a) PDA-SU Matching. 

i) Set 1i =  for the first round. 
b) Algorithm 2: steps 2 and 3, for K rounds. 

 
The rate of mPU  for PDA-ALL can be derived as: 

 ,k , ,k ,
1 1

1 1 1( ) ( )
2

M M
C PU PU PU SU

m m k m m k
m m

mR R R
N N

β β
= =

 = +  
∑ ∑    (9)   

while the rate of kSU  for PDA-ALL was found to be: 

 , , , ,
1 1

1 1 1(1 ) (1 )
2

C SU PU SU SU
k k m m k

K K

k m m k
k kN N

R R Rβ β
= =

 = − + −  
∑ ∑   (10) 

We can see from Eqs. (9) and (10) that the average sum-rate will be the same irrespective of 
whether we begin the PDA-ALL with PDA first or PDA-SU first.  

Similar to the PDA in [16] and PDA-SU in Section 3.2, PDA-ALL also does not converge 
to a stable equilibrium in a single-shot game, where players will be inclined to deviate from the 
game if they receive a better offer from another SU or PU. To avoid deviation, we employed 
the repeated game scenario and also invoked a punishment strategy to enforce the players to 
stay in the game. In PDA-ALL, the punishment will have to be imposed on both the PU and 
SU. Here, we consider a game in which if any PU opts out of cooperation then the game will 
immediately switch to the PDA-SU resulting in a lower sum-rate for the PU, which will 
discourage the PUs from deviating. On the contrary, if any SU opts out of cooperation then the 
game will switch to the PDA, which will result in lower sum-rate for the SU and hence would 
discourage SUs from deviating. More specifically, when a PU deviates during the PDA stage, 
the punishment period can be derived as:  

 

 ,

, max
[R

( )
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where [ ]S
mE R  is the expected value of S

mR , while S
mR  is the instantaneous achievable rate by 

the thm  PU in a selfish mode which is given by Eq. (1) and [ ]C
mE R  is the expected value of 

C
mR , while C

mR  is the instantaneous achievable rate by the thm  PU in cooperative mode which 

is given by ,k ,
1

1 ( )
M

C PU SU
m m m k

m
R

N
R β

=

= ∑ . Furthermore, 
,

2
,

2
,

| |
log 1 m m

m req

m m

PU Pt Pr
PU

Pt Pr

h
R T

dα

g 
= + 

  
 is the 

achievable PU rate without relaying. Similarly, when a SU deviates during the PDA stage, the 
punishment period can be derived as: 

 k,

,S m
( )

ax req

S C
SU

P U k
k

S
k

C
k k

R R R
T
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−
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−

−
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where S

kr  and C
kr  are given in Eqs. (3) and (7), respectively. 

     Hence, both groups of PU and SU players will be discouraged to opt out of cooperation as 
long as punishment periods satisfy Eqs. (11) and (12). The game will be repeated many times 
in the same way and any deviation from the game will result in a lower overall sum-rate for the 
players. Therefore, the game will converge to an equilibrium in the repeated game enforced by 
the threat of a limited duration punishment. Hence, the players will learn to stay in the game 
for a better overall sum-rate. More specifically, PDA-ALL can be deployed in situations 
where the sum-rate requirements for both set of users is higher. 
     PDA is a pareto optimal algorithm which maximize the PU sum-rate, while PDA-SU is also 
a pareto optimal algorithm with the aim to maximize the SU sum-rate. An algorithm is in 
pareto optimal state when the profit of one party cannot be increased without reducing the 
profit of another. Therefore, PDA maximizes the PU sum-rate and hence gives a lower 
sum-rate to the SU, on the other hand PDA-SU maximizes the SU sum-rate giving lower 
sum-rate to the PU (PU sum-rate is still better than the case when no matching is done). Finally, 
PDA-ALL algorithm is another pareto optimal algorithm where the convergence point is 
between the two extremes i.e., PDA and PDA-SU. 

3.4 CODING AND MODULATION DESIGN 
To make our system more realistic, we employ real coding and modulation to compute the 
practically achievable rates for all users in addition to the idealistic shannon capacity. Having 
both idealistic and realistic systems would make the paper to be more appealing to both 
theorists and engineers. We considered both AF and DF cooperative relaying protocol for our 
system. For the DF, we provide the results based on the CCMC capacity, Discrete input 
Continuous output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity and SECCC BER performance. 
We first considered the idealistic situation when the system will operate at the CCMC [32] 
capacity for each communication link where perfect coding and perfect modulation are 
assumed. Then we also considered the DCMC capacity, where perfect coding is assumed. 
Finally, for a more realistic scenario, the system will be investigated when practical SECCCs 
employing Iterative Decoding (SECCC-ID) [34, 35] are invoked in conjunction with the QAM 
modulation.  
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Fig. 2.  Binary SECCC-ID system, with AES Encrypted Puncturing. 
 

    Our model makes use of the low complexity and bandwidth efficient SECCC-ID scheme as 
shown in Fig. 2. The bit-based SECCC design [55] employs a binary Recursive Systematic 
Convolutional (RSC) code as constituent code which eliminates the inherited mismatch 
caused by the symbol-based TCM design of [34] for creating flexible SECCC schemes which 
are capable to operate in both AWGN and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading enviornment [35]. We 
employ an Adaptive SECCC (ASECCC) scheme where a higher order modulation scheme is 
used when the link quality improves to enhance the throughput. The effective throughput 
range is given by {0,1,1.5,2,3,4,5}η =  bits per symbol (BPS) when there is no-transmission, 
4QAM, 8QAM, 16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM and 256QAM are considered, respectively. The 
SECCC based mode switching thresholds 0 1 6[ , ,..., ]g g gΓ =  were found on the basis of BER 
performance curves of different code-rates and modulation schemes in multipath fading 
channels as shown in Fig. 3. The thresholds are considered at a BER of less than or equal to 

510− , which are given by [5,8,11,17,21,24]SECCCΓ =  dB. By contrast the CCMC 
capacity-based switching thresholds are given as [1, 4,6.5,10.5,14,17]CCMCΓ =  dB, while 
those of DCMC capacity are given by [2,5,8,12.5,16,20]DCMCΓ =  dB based on the capacity 
versus SNR curves. Additionally, we introduce a physical layer security measure to our 
algorithms by incorporating SECCC with AES encryption scheme. The basic principle of the 
operation is the puncturing pattern which is determined by the AES encrypted secure key.  
 

The notations 𝑃𝑃(.) and 𝐿𝐿(.) in Fig. 2 represents the logarithmic symbol probabilities and 
Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of the bit probabilities, respectively, where 𝑏𝑏 represents the 
information bit and 𝑐𝑐 represents the coded bits. Similarly, a, o and e in Fig. 2 represents the 𝑎𝑎 
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖, 𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 and 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 information for various probabilities and LLRs. As 
shown in Fig. 2, information bit sequence 1{ }b  is first interleaved with 1π  and then fed to 
RSC encoder after the parallel-to-serial (P/S) conversion. The RSC Encoder is systematic 
where the original information appears in its coded output. The code rate is represented by 1R  
which is set to 1 1/ 2R = . This means that each information bit would be encoded to four 
output bits. This can be explained by the fact that the sequence 2{ }b  is a repeated but 
interleaved version of the original sequence 1{ }b . These encoded bits are passed through 
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another interleaver 2π  (Channel Interleaver) which scrambles them and feeds them to the 
puncturer. It helps remove burst errors from occurring in the symbols during their transmission 
from an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels. The puncturer here is to remove bits, based on 
the AES encrypted random pattern with the puncturing rate 2R  as represented by (Encrypted 
Puncturing) block. This pattern is random and secure because it is generated by a private key 
that is only known to both the sender and receiver. For 2 1/ 2R =  one bit out of two are 
punctured by the AES encrypted random pattern from the data stream. The AES block 
generates this pattern, as shown in Fig. 2, where a 256 bit key and random bits are used as its 
input. Different patterns for puncturing can be generated by changing the key length. More 
specifically, the AES block would produce a puncturing pattern having the same length as the 
SECCC encoded sequence { }c . The number of ones in the puncturing pattern equals to the 
desired number of unpunctured bits according to 2R . This puncturing pattern is then used to 
remove bits in { }c  whenever it has a value of zero in the pattern, and to retain the bit whenever 
it has a value of one in the pattern. The overall code rate of SECCC encoder is given by 

1 2/ (2R )R R= .  The output of the SECCC encoder goes to the modulator block represented 
as (Mapper) in which M-ary QAM is implemented, where {4,8,16,32,64,256}M ∈ . The 
signal received from the channel can be written as;  

 

 ,y hx n= +   
 

where, h  is the uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel coefficient, n  is the noise having a 
variance of 0 / 2N  per dimension and x  is the transmitted M-ary QAM symbol. This 
received signal y  will firstly pass through the soft demapper, which calculates the conditional 
PDF of the received symbol. The PDF values are then converted into extrinsic bit probabilities 
by the Symbol-to-Bit Probability Converter of Fig. 2 [35]. These extrinsic bit probabilities are 
then transformed to the equivalent bit-based Log 
 
Likelihood Ratios (LLRs), which are then passed through a soft depuncturer 1

2R−  which inserts 
zero LLRs on the position of the bits which were punctured through the AES-encrypted 
random pattern. The LLRs are then deinterleaved 1

2π
−  and fed to the SISO MAP decoder [56]. 

The decoder in Fig. 2  shows a self-concatenated decoder which makes iterations with itself. It 
computes the extrinsic LLRs, 1(b )eL  and 2(b )eL . The extrinsic LLRs are interleaved to get the 
a-priori LLRs 1(b )aL  and 2(b )aL  of the information bits, as shown in Fig. 2. The decoding 
continues for a fixed number of iterations, which in our case is fixed to 4. 
     The binary SECCC scheme shown in Fig. 2 has the ability to exchange soft information 
with the demapper. In addition to having inner iterations in the outer SECCC decoder in Fig. 2, 
there are a fixed number of outer iterations that are invoked  in order to exchange the extrinsic 
information between the SECCC Decoder and Soft Demapper. The extrinsic LLRs of the 
codeword ( )eL c  are fed back to the Soft Demapper by the SISO Decoder. These LLRs are 
interleaved and punctured through AES generated pattern according to 2R . Then they are 

converted to the a-priori bit probabilities ( )a
bP c  by the 1LLR−  block in Fig. 2,  which are 

then fed to the Soft Demapper. The Soft Demapper converts these bit probabilities to symbol 
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probabilities which provides the enhanced extrinsic LLR ( )eL c  of the codeword at its output. 
This completes the outer iteration between the SISO Decoder and the Soft Demapper. We 
found from our investigation that introducing the AES puncturing pattern does not degrade the 
error performance but makes our transmissions more secure as seen in Fig. 4. This is very 
beneficial because the AES-based puncturing would make our transmission in each link to be 
more secure, without compromising the performance. 

4. Results and Discussion 
 
Table 1 shows the simulation parameters for the proposed scheme. 
 

Table 1. Simulation Parameters 
Modulation {4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 256}-QAM 
Coding and Modulation type CCMC, DCMC, SECCC-ID 
Number of frames 510  
Channel Rayleigh fading channel 
Total number of PUs 8  
Total number of SUs 10  
Step size 0.05τ =  
Path loss exponent 4α =  

 

4.1 Performance of the proposed schemes versus the PU-based schemes 

Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the average total sum-rate of the matched ( , )Pt Pr , ( , )St Sr  
and {( , ), ( , )}Pt Pr St Sr  pairs versus the total number of SUs, {2,3,...,10}K =  for the 
AF-based CCRN schemes, while the total number of PUs is fixed to 8M = . Note that these 
AF-based results assumed perfect coding and perfect modulation schemes are available for 
communicating at the CCMC capacity. In the figures, PDA is from [16] and CDA is from [14], 
CDA-SU and PDA-SU are the algorithms presented in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, 
respectively. We assume that all the SUs have the same transmit SNRs of 25SUg =  dB or 

15SUg =  dB, while the transmit SNR of all PUs is fixed to 10PUg =  dB. Other simulation 
parameters chosen are given in Table 1, which are similar to the parameters that were used in 
[16] so that we can have a fair comparison.  
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Fig. 3. The BER versus SNR performance of 

SECCC using frame length of 120,000 
symbols, when communicating over Rayleigh 

channels. 

 
Fig. 4. The BER versus SNR performance of 

AES-based Secure SECCC using frame length of 
120,000 symbols, when communicating over 

Rayleigh channels. 
 

It is evident from Fig. 5 that PDA achieves the best PU sum-rate of all, while CDA being the 
other PU-based scheme also performs better than PDA-SU and CDA-SU in terms of PU 
sum-rate. Fig. 6 shows the SU sum-rate of these matching schemes.  

 
Fig. 5. PU sum-rate for matched ( , )Pt Pr  

pair for CCRNs AF, where 10PUg =  dB. 

 
Fig. 6. SU sum-rate for matched ( , )St Sr  

pair for CCRNs AF, where 10PUg =  dB. 
 

We see that our SU-based schemes achieve a much higher SU sum-rate as compared to the 
PU-based PDA and CDA schemes. Even in the 15SUg =  dB case we see that our schemes are 
better in terms of SU sum-rate. We see that for cases of 4K <  both the PDA-SU and 
CDA-SU performs almost similarly while for 3K >  we see that PDA-SU outperforms 
CDA-SU. This is because for 4K < , there are less number of SUs competing for 8M =  PUs 
and almost all SUs end up getting the major share in the sum-rate because of minimal 
competition among the SUs to match with their desired PUs. As the number of SUs increases 
beyond 7 we see that the sum-rate of the CDA-SU schemes drop due to excessive competition 
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among the SUs for the acquisition of their best PUs. The PU-based CDA scheme also shows a 
similar trend in Fig. 5, where for a lower number of SUs, we see rising competition among the 
PUs resulting in a lower PU sum-rate, while SUs benefit from that and get a better share of 
sum-rate as shown in Fig. 6. As the number of SUs increases we see that the total SU sum-rate 
drops for both the CDA and CDA-SU because more SUs are competing for the limited 
resources offered by 8 PUs. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Total sum-rate of matched PU+SU 

for CCRNs AF, Where 10PUg =  dB. 

 
Fig. 8. Average total sum-rate of PU and SU for 

CCMC aided DF-based CCRNs, where 
35SUg =  dB, and 20PUg =  dB. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Average total sum-rate of PU and 
SU for DCMC aided DF-based CCRNs, 

where 35SUg =  dB, and 20PUg =  dB. 

Fig. 10. Average total sum-rate of PU and SU for 
SECCC aided-DF based CCRNs, where 

35SUg =  dB, and 20PUg =  dB. 
  
Fig. 7 shows the total sum-rate of the PUs and SUs which follows the trend in Fig. 6. Here we 
see that the SU-based schemes achieve the best overall sum-rate as compared to the PU-based 
PDA and CDA. We can see that for 8K = , PDA-SU,CDA-SU, CDA and PDA gives a total 
sum-rate of 56 BPS, 48 BPS, 38 BPS and 20 BPS, respectively. In our simulation setup shown 
in Fig. 1, the SU-based schemes are the ones which ensure high sum-rate as compared to the 
PU-based schemes. This trend can be explained as follows. In our simulation, the SUg  is 
higher than PUg  and the transmission distance between St and Sr is shorter than that between 
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Pt and Pr which results in a lower path loss for SUs compared to PUs. Hence, a higher 
achievable rate is available for SUs as compared to PUs. In this condition, it is reasonable to 
expect a higher overall sum-rate when SU-based schemes are employed, as compared to the 
PU-based schemes. This is practical because a Pt-Pr pair would prefer to cooperate with a 
group of SUs located between the Pt and Pr, which would provide a higher relaying gain as 
opposed to those SUs that are located far away from the PUs. In this scenario, the SUs are 
closer to each other resulting in a lower path loss.     

Similar trends follow when we consider the DF-based CCRN schemes where CCMC, 
DCMC and SECCC are considered. We see from Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 that the SU-based 
schemes give high sum-rate as compared to the PU-based schemes. The lower and upper 
bound represent the achievable sum-rate for the DF-based scheme. The lower bound is the 
most widely used method where the achievable capacity is considered to be limited by the 
weakest link and is given by [16]: 

 , _ _
1 min{ , }
2 m k k m

lower
m k Pt St St PrR R R=    (1) 

while the upper bound represents the achievable rate for the scenario where we assume that the 
St  has enough storing capacity for the data arriving from the Pt , so that it always has enough 
data to be transmitted to the Pr and is given by [16]:  

 , _ _
1{ }
2 m k k m

upper
m k Pt St St PrR R R= +    (2) 

where _m kPt StR  denotes the achievable rate between the PU transmitter mPt  and the SU 

transmitter link kSt  while _k mSt PrR  denotes the achievable rate between the SU transmitter 

kSt  and the PU receiver mPr . From Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we observe that the upper 
bound results are a bit compact where we see only slight improvement in the SU-based 
schemes. By contrast, we see a clear difference in the lower bound performance results. In 
terms of lower bound, we see that PDA-SU achieves the best sum-rate while CDA-SU comes 
second. Here we see a similar trend as was seen in the AF-based CCRN of Fig. 7, where the 
PDA-SU and the CDA-SU starts off with similar performance for upto 3K = , while the gap 
increases as we increase the number of SUs. It can be seen from Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 
10, that the proposed scheme achieves higher average total sum-rate for both PU and SU as 
compared to the PDA and CDA algorithms. On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows that the PU 
average total sum-rate is lower for the proposed scheme as compared to its PU-based 
counterparts. Let us now look at the PDA-ALL scheme, which can provide a more balanced 
sum-rate for both PU and SU. 

4.2 Performance of PDA-ALL versus PDA and PDA-SU 
As evident from Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, we see that the PDA-ALL scheme minimizes 

the gap between the achievable sum-rate for PU and SU. We see that the PDA-ALL scheme is 
more favorable to both the PU and SU, unlike the PDA and PDA-SU which maximizes the 
sum-rate for one group of players only. We can see from Fig. 11, where perfect coding and 
perfect modulation schemes are assumed, that for the case when 10K = , the sum-rate of PU 
for PDA in [16] is 29 BPS, while for SU the sum-rate is 8 BPS therefore there is a sum-rate gap 
of 21 BPS for the achievable sum-rate for PU and SU. Similarly, for the PDA-SU the sum-rate 
for PU is 13 BPS while the sum-rate for SU is 23 BPS which gives a sum-rate gap of 10 BPS 
for the achievable sum-rate of PU and SU. Similar trend can be seen for the CDA algorithms. 
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From Fig. 11 we can see that the sum-rate gap is the minimum when we consider the 
PDA-ALL scheme which gives a sum-rate gap of approximately 5 BPS. Similar trend can be 
seen in Fig. 12, where perfect coding is assumed. Explicitly, we see a sum-rate gap of 
approximately 4 BPS in Fig. 12. Finally, when employing actual coding, which in our system 
we have the AES assisted SECCC scheme, the sum-rate gap of approximately 3 BPS is 
observed for the PDA-ALL in Fig. 13, which is the minimum compared to other distributed 
matching algorithms. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Average total sum-rate of PU and SU for  

CCMC aided DF-based CCRNs, where 35SUg =  dB,  

and 20PUg =  dB. 

 
Fig. 12. Average total sum-rate of PU and SU for  

DCMC aided DF-based CCRNs, where  
35SUg =  dB, and 20PUg =  dB. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Average total sum-rate of PU and SU for  

SECCC aided DF-based CCRNs, where  
35SUg =  dB, and 20PUg =  dB. 

 
Fig. 14. PDA-ALL Vs CA for CCMC aided  

DF-based CCRNs.  

 
Fig. 14 presents a comparison of the proposed PDA-ALL algorithm with the Centralized 
Algorithm (CA) for the CCMC aided DF-based CCRNs. Results shows that PDA-ALL 
algorithm performs very close to CA where a central controller performs all the matchings. 
CA can be assumed to be global optimal as no further enhancement is possible. The 
performance of PDA-ALL is very close to CA with considerably less complexity. CA will 
perform all possible permutations for matching for sum-rate maximization while PDA-ALL 
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on the other hand will make a priority list and do its matching based on that priority list. 
Hence, PDA-ALL is a less complex yet highly efficient matching algorithm.     

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we investigated a range of distributed matching algorithms including 

CDA-SU and PDA-SU which maximize the SU sum-rate. Results confirm that our proposed 
SU-based algorithms provided a higher SU sum-rate. Secondly, we observed that the 
SU-based algorithms outperformed the PU-based algorithms in terms of the combined 
sum-rate for both the PU and SU. We also proposed an algorithm for maximizing the 
sum-rates of both PU and SU groups namely PDA-ALL. We showed that it would be 
beneficial to use different schemes for different applications i.e., PU-based, SU-based and All 
User-based schemes. We analyzed our schemes under the idealistic scenario involving perfect 
coding and perfect modulation, as well as under practical scenario involving actual coding and 
actual modulation. We considered adaptive coded modulation based DF schemes for our 
practical scenario for transmission flexibility and efficiency. More specifically, we employed 
secure SECCC scheme and showed that the added security feature does not degrade the 
performance as compared to standard SECCC. 
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	1) Initialization
	a) Set the initial TS allocation to , and set the step size of TS increment to . 
	b) Construct  and , where m = {1, . . . , M } and k = {1, . . . , K}.
	c) Set k = 1 for the first transmission.
	2) Do the matching for the kth transmission.
	a)  offers  to the first PU in its preference list .
	i) If  is not in the preference list of  then increase the TS allocation to  and update both  and .
	ii) If  is in the preference list of , then  and  are matched.
	iii) If  is already matched to 
	A) If the  is higher up in the  than , then rematch  to .
	b) If no more matchings are possible, set k=k+1 and goto step 2)-a).

